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Glory and Honour (Survival mix)
This is the story from distraughted minds
Written in blood and acted about lies
A tale about the darkest abyss of your soul
A dying culture seems out of control

For glory and honour. No mercy. No guilt
Just terrible addiction for a heroic deed
No pain. No sorrow by
The bloodshed of mankind
It's a reign of terror and
No one will survive

Egoism, greed and jealousy are
The fruits of your defeat
Now matter how many children cries
There is no hope for the sacrifice
Trial and error of harmonious life
Recognition for any price
Success and prosperity is the upper devise
No consideration and no compromise

For glory and honour. No mercy. No guilt
Just terrible addiction for a heroic deed
No pain. No sorrow by
The bloodshed of mankind
It's a reign of terror and
No one will survive

Trial and error of harmonious life
Recognition for any price
Success and prosperity is the upper devise
No consideration and no compromise

For glory and honour. No mercy. No guilt
Just terrible addiction for a heroic deed
No pain. No sorrow by
The bloodshed of mankind
It's a reign of terror and
No one will survive
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Terrible Reality
We have nothing to lose by the way of fame
The one-way we walk
See the distance between human relationships
It's falling apart

Someone is leading me into past
The vision seems reality
Someone is leading me into dark
To realize insanity

One God, one lie, is this the end of out time
To live in a world of harmony
One shock, one crime, we haven't observe the sign
To leave this life of agony
One breath, one try, who's justified to decide
To tread the human dignity
One soul, one mind, we are condemnied to survive
In terrible reality

We have nothing learned about the history
Our life seems lost
See the world's tumbling down. no one feels guilty
And we are crumbling to dust

One God, one lie, is this the end of out time
To live in a world of harmony
One shock, one crime, we haven't observe the sign
To leave this life of agony
One breath, one try, who's justified to decide
To tread the human dignity
One soul, one mind, we are condemnied to survive
In terrible reality
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Paradox
"How can you expect to defeat me, when you are but a man?"

We are searching for technology
The fate in our hands
We want to be intelligent
The future has no end
Our product has high quality
Important for our land
A progress for the industry
And we like to present

One day we will defeat the time
In the moment that we feel like birds in sky
One day the time will come to fly
Into the past, into the future, into decline

We are deforming the velocity
No pangs of conscience
We want to be successfully
The aim is in near distance
The result of a prodigy
But force fields breaking down
Loss of orbital gravity
Solutions must be found

One day we will defeat the time
In the moment that we feel like birds in sky
One day the time will come to fly
Into the past, into the future, into decline
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Another Day Is Gone!
Show must go on what a bitter fate
No second chance don't hesitate
The way of life seems difficult
Each up and down emotions overflow

Another day is gone it follow
The dusk and the unknown
Whatever happened
We don't falling down on our knees
And resist all the forthcoming fears
Another time is come
We are suffering to be strong
No matter which problems
We must overcome
There's a light on the end
Of the way it is worth to stay

A blissful world is breaking down
The insight hurts and make me sad
A desperated cry from far away
But time goes on it's not too late

Don't try to hide there is no place
Where you can go to rest in peace
The only thing you have to do
Is face the fear what are you waiting for

Another day is gone it follow
The dusk and the unknown
Whatever happened
We don't falling down on our knees
And resist all the forthcoming fears
Another time is come
We are suffering to be strong
No matter which problems
We must overcome
There's a light on the end
Of the way it is worth to stay
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Final Frontier
Final mission into deep space
Around the world and the universe
A journey into unforeseen adventures
The beginning of a new era

Along the heaven till the horizon
Along the rainbow to the stars
The destination is the fourth dimension
No return into the past

Enjoy the moment of imagination
Enter the lock to supersonic
Fast forward from present into future
We have to see what the time will bring

We're travelling faster tonight
For a few seconds a light
Here in the darkness of the night
The stars are shining so bright

Cross the wall through the galaxy
A stargate's opening in front of me
Research them all discover this place
A final frontier from out of space

We're travelling faster tonight
For a few seconds a light
Here in the darkness of the night
The stars are shining so bright

Cross the wall through the galaxy
A stargate's opening in front of me
Research them all discover this place
A final frontier from out of space
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Deep in My Heart…
Tell me the truth is this what you want
You're telling me something I can't understand
The simply way to communicate is to
Think about it before you speak

I talk too much it's just the best I can
I want tell you things
That you will never heard before

Deep in my heart I still ever feel the same
I want to be a part a part of you again
Deep in my heart I still ever feel the same
I want to be a part a part of you again

Is this the way you want to go
Believe in conscience and let me know
Together we have so much learned
Is this the point of no return

I ask too much to satisfy my curiosity
I want show you things
That you will never seen before

Deep in my heart I still ever feel the same
I want to be a part a part of you again
Deep in my heart I still ever feel the same
I want to be a part a part of you again

Suddenly should the memories faded away
And silently your love was gone
Anxiety that the things will never be the same
I'm solitary can't
You understand can't you understand

Deep in my heart I still ever feel the same
I want to be a part a part of you again
Deep in my heart I still ever feel the same
I want to be a part a part of you again
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When the Love Seems Lost
Thousands of reasons I would like to forgiven
But not the one mistake
You have deceived me injure deepest feelings
Now you are wondering that you have to blame

When you abuse my trust when the love seems lost
Be careful with the things you say then they could hurting me
Remember all good times we felt in paradise
Now all the days are left behind you took the delight out of mind

When rain is falling it's time to yearning
The candle is burn out
Words go silent hate is remaining
But time will heal all the wounds
Now I know what it means to be lonely
Nothing could be worse
The attempt to forget is difficult to me
When I seeing your face in my dreams

When you abuse my trust when the love seems lost
Be careful with the things you say then they could hurting me
Remember all good times we felt in paradies
Now all the days are left behind you took the delight out of mind

Sometimes I think how could it become so
Was I not good enough for you
I gave yoy everything and you leave me alone
It seems wrong but this is the truth
It's always the same when I remember your name
Then it hurts again

When you abuse my trust when the love seems lost
Be careful with the things you say then they could hurting me
Remember all good times we felt in paradies
Now all the days are left behind you took the delight out of mind
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